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 “Build a better 
mousetrap, and the world 
will beat a path to your 
door” 

 Within the Bat Group 

recently there had been much 

discussion and scratching of heads 

about the cost of buying a harp trap. 

In, 2011 we had seen the homemade 

harp trap used at the Potton Serotine 

roost and even come up with a few 

variations on this design. Bob rose 

above the comments along the lines 

of ‘a Zimmer frame with a nappy’ ( 

Iain Hysom) and successfully used 

his project to catch bats emerging 

from the Adams Pip roost in Haynes 

during the 25th anniversary year of 

this roost. Bob confessed that the 

tying of knots was the cause of much 

frustration and that it still needed 

some work to the support 

framework. I had tried to construct a 

small trap myself, but again met with 

the same issues over the affixing of 

lines on to a round pole. This project 

is still waiting to be finished, but 

other things have occupied my 

creative streak. 

 Having helped Lia Gilmore 

with some of the surveys carried out 

in the Bedfordshire woods last 

summer (when the weather allowed); 

I knew a few things about the 

commercial traps she used. They 

were heavy, awkward to carry over 

uneven ground or long distances, 

required a telescopic feature to 

maintain string tension in 

varying conditions and they 

were heavy. The main frame was 

made of aluminium poles & 

joints and fitted with a 

vinyl/canvas catching bag. All of 

this made them very heavy. Did 

I mention they were heavy? 25kg 

apiece and that’s when dry! If 

the was any moisture in the air 

then seemed to just wick it up 

and gain an extra 5kg. There has 

to be a better way I thought at 

the time. 

 After a chance meeting 

with a bat worker from the 

Netherlands at the National Bat 

Conference, we got to talking 

about surveys we had been 

involved with and the types of 

traps employed. He happens to 

be producing a handbook of practical 

survey methods and showed me a 

photo of a homemade 2metre X 

2metre harp trap. “What have you 

used for the framework?” I asked 

after squinting at a small photo. “Oh, 

it’s just plastic drainpipe and some 

bits of wood.” he says. This became 

the grain of sand that a pearl forms 

around in the oyster shell. Over the 

next few weeks, I spent a bit of time 

doodling about frameworks for a 

large harp trap that could be 

constructed from plastic pipe.  

 I happened to be in our local 

DIY store one day and took a look at 

the plastic pipe they had. There was 

a wide range of sizes of drainpipe, 

downspout, waste pipe and supply 

pipe, but only a few sizes of waste 

water pipe that were quite close 

fitting. These turned out to be the 

32mm & 40mm waste pipe and the 

joint fittings. So I loaded up on the 

pipe and fittings I thought I would 

need, retired to the conservatory and 

hit the music (A-Team theme humming 

- Der-d-di-der..der di der dum, de de 

d der –du d dee-er dum. ‘I pity the 

fool!’ That’s what my wife thinks 

about me anyway).  

 The key points of a harp trap 

(for those who have not seen one 

used) are correct string tension and 

the leg/framework/bag bracket. I 

decided to start with the bracket, as I 

thought that this would be the 

harder of the two. The 

leg/framework/bag bracket allows 

for the installation of legs, supports 

the catching bag, holds the lower line 

bars and supports the upper 

framework. Having a strong bracket 

that is able to perform all these 

functions is essential, but size and 

weight need to be minimised as 

much as possible. 

 I decided to assemble my 

bracket from timber and plastic 

waste pipe fittings and started with 2 

132degree angle joints and a straight 

connector for 32mm pipe. These 

were mounted to the timber using 

coach bolts to ensure tightness and 

strength. The straight connector joint 

was fixed in place using long bolts 

from the outside of the joint though 

the timber. This created a socket with 

a centre bar into which fitted the 

32mm pipe for the upper framework 

- this section of pipe was cut to allow 

the bolts to fit in a slot in the pipe, 

which aids stability and prevents 

twisting in the pipe. Once these were 

fitted securely, I moved onto the trap 

legs and upper framework, there is 

more to come on the manufacture of 

the bracket. 

 The legs and uprights in the 

upper framework are each fitted 

with a telescoping joint, which 

allows the 32mm pipe to slide inside 

the 40mm pipe. This permits the trap 

to be deployed level on sloping 

ground in the case of the legs and the 

correct string tension to be achieved 

when setting the trap up by 

expanding and fixing the uprights. 

This telescopic joint is created using 

a 40mm straight connector 

compression joint and some shims 
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which grip the 32mm pipe when 

tightened. To help maintain the 

correct position, each joint also has a 

jubilee clip fitted onto the 32mm pipe 

below the shims. 

 The upper framework is just 

40mm pipe and 90degree bend joints, 

pushed together and two of the 

telescoping uprights to support the 

top pipe/line bar assembly. The line 

bar assembly is connected to the 

400mm joints at each end of the pipe 

using pipe clips and screws, which 

prevents the assembly slipping 

round under tension. The clip fits 

onto a section of timber which 

houses the line bar mounts for the 

upper bars permanently and the 

lower bars in storage and 

transportation. It uses 22mm pipe 

clips and 22mm wooden dowel to fit 

into the end of the upper and lower 

line bars, the upper bars are spaced 

at 120mm apart. The upper bars are 

fixed to their dowel bolts to prevent 

spinning, but the lower bar dowel 

bolts are removable to allow the line 

bar to be unrolled for deployment on 

the leg/framework/bag bracket from 

earlier.  

 This bracket is then fitted with 

more of the 22mm pipe clips at 

120mm spacing, the same as the 

upper bars on the line bar assembly. 

This creates a 100mm gap between 

the two line bars/banks of string, 

which is ideal for catching the bats. 

They may fly through one bank but 

get caught in the bank behind and 

slide down the strings into the 

catching bag. This allows us to 

handle and inspect the bats for 

species ID, age & sexual status and 

the collection of measurements from 

the individual bats. 

 The bag is supported by two 

sections of 32mm pipe which fit into 

the bag supports, mounted on the 

leg/framework/bag bracket. The 

supports are made sections of timber 

and 40mm pipe access caps, bolted 

onto the bracket at a 30degree angle. 

The bag itself is manufactured from 

polyurethane plastic sheeting and a 

heavy canvas sheet, which are sewn 

together to prevent the bats escaping 

once they have entered. These are 

laid over the support bars & bracket 

and then stitched right through 

around the pipe, which can then be 

removed as necessary. The bag will 

hang down inside the support bar 

pipes and this then needs stitching at 

the sides to create an envelope of 

canvas sheet with plastic sheeting 

flaps around the upper rim. This is 

easily achieved by the 

aforementioned wife on her sewing 

machine… Cheers Love! I tried 

stitching it by hand and the results 

are poor at best, laughable at worst 

and it took me ages – she did it in 

15mins! 

 The line bars are made from 

25mm pipe into which are screwed 

lots of self-tapping roofing screws 

fitted with a rubber washer, available 

at a well-known hardware chain that 

‘fixes screws’. The roofing screws are 

spaced at 25mm apart on each bar 

and the bars are then mounted with 

the screws set alternating between 

the front and back bar/bank. Once 

the banks are both strung, you end 

up with the string banks looking as 

though they are at 12.5mm spacing 

when viewed/approached from the 

front, as the bats will. The stringing 

of the banks take an absolute age, 

uses over 400m of fishing line and a 

huge amount of patience in the 

person stinging it and associated 

family. Each vertical string is 

wrapped three times around the bar 

and then fixed in place by trapping 

under the washer on the roofing 

screw. Easy yes – well there are 300 

screws on the trap and each of the 

150 strings has to be the same tension 

as all the rest! This is where the 

importance of securely fixing the line 

bars in place and the line bar 

assembly to the framework really 

shows. If there is any movement in 

these points, each string will further 

add to the tension and mean that all 

of the strings will have to be undone 

and re-fitted as they will eventually 

become slack or snap. 

 The upper frameworks and line 

bar assembly make the whole trap 

very top heavy and this necessitates 

the installation of guy lines to 

prevent the whole thing toppling 

over and breaking – not good! I have 

6 guy lines on my trap, four to the 

top of the trap and two to the 

leg/framework/bag bracket. This 

makes it extremely stable and 

unaffected by gusts of wind. 

  I have now deployed and 

packed up the trap half a dozen 

times at least and find that it gets 

easier each time. This is due to my 

continual tinkering with it to make it 

as user and bat friendly as possible. 

The whole set-up now weighs about 

11kg and is fairly easy to handle, 

although it does take up a lot of 

space – both when built and packed 

up for storage or transport. It 

remains to be seen how the trap 

works in the real world – being 

dragged through dense woodland to 

set it up on uneven ground, but I’m 

sure that it will perform admirably. 

I’ll keep you all posted as to its use 

and catches this year.  

 I’m not yet taking orders for the 

construction of more harp traps, 

although Jude has crowed about it to 

both Lia Gilmore and Toby Thorne, 

who have both expressed an interest 

in its design. Martin O’Connor has 

also been nagging me like an old 

wench, to tell him how I made it and 

writing the technical instructions 

have so far taken me longer than it 

took me to build the thing I’m sure! 

The total cost of the trap (with a few 

recycled gazebo poles thrown in) 

stands at around £150 plus my 

labour of love in blood, sweat and 

lots of tears over those knots! 

Compared to the RRP of an Austbat 

Harp Trap (approx £2000 depending 

on model and specifications) I think 

its good value for money.  

 I now just need the weather to 

warm up so we can take it into the 

woods and put it to the test on the 

Beds bats; we may even catch our 

first Bechstein’s in it. Watch this 

space folks. 
 Aidan Matthews 


